Worldwide 24/7/365 Support
The LINBIT team covers 4 continents in 5 different languages, time zones, and cultures. LINBIT is ‘community driven’ and takes feedback seriously.

Industry Leaders Trust in LINBIT
Finance, IT, HW vendors, Cloud Providers & Telco’s work with LINBIT either via OEMs, VARs, or custom subscriptions (HA, DR, SDS).

LINBIT Success Quadrants:

- Based on Open Source Technology
  Highest storage performance + Ease of Use, embedded in Linux Kernel since 2010, on the CNCF Storage Landscape

- Worldwide 24/7/365 Support
  The LINBIT team covers 4 continents in 5 different languages, time zones, and cultures. LINBIT is ‘community driven’ and takes feedback seriously

- Over 20 years Linux Experience
  in High Availability with DRBD and SDS Solutions (LINSTOR). IOPS World Record Holder since 2020

- Industry Leaders Trust in LINBIT
  Finance, IT, HW vendors, Cloud Providers & Telco’s work with LINBIT either via OEMs, VARs, or custom subscriptions (HA, DR, SDS)

LINBIT Game-Changers:

- Open Source, no Vendor Lock-in
- High Performance
- Low TCO
- Scalability
- Low Latency & CPU Usage

Native Integrations into:

- Kubernetes
- OpenShift
- OpenStack
- OpenNebula
- CloudStack
- Proxmox
- Nomad

Unique Selling Points:

- Multi-platform support, Hardware agnostic
- Separation of data and control planes (LINSTOR): this eases day-2-operations & diagnosing issues
- Reduced automated failover time from 15min to 45sec
- Built-in Backup and Disaster Recovery capabilities
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